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New Titles for Children and Young People
R Andersen, Hans Christian. The Emperor's New Clothes; tr. and illus. by Eric
4-6 Blegvad. Harcourt, 1959. 32 p. $3.
An attractive edition of a favorite Andersen tale, with enchanting illustrations that are
gay, humorous and entirely delicious. Blegvad's interpretation in the translation is
suffused with the same qualities, so that the small book has unity in addition to all its
other manifest charms.
R Anderson, Clarence William. Blaze and the Mountain Lion. Macmillan, 1959.
2-4 47p. illus. $2.50.
Another story about Billy and his beloved pony, Blaze; during a summer in the West,
Billy learns to use a lasso and rescues a calf that is threatened by a mountain lion.
Illustrations are, like others in the series, handsome and realistic in black and white.
The appeal of familiar characters and the perennial appeal of a horse story combine
in a book that will also be of interest to slow readers at an older maturity level.
Ad Angelo, Valenti. The Honey Boat; written and illus. by Valenti Angelo. Viking,
4-6 1959. 160p. $3.
The chief interest of this tale of an Italian family is in the unusual background. Every
spring the men of the Ricci family put their beehives on a barge and followed the blos-
soms along the river. Their adventures are told in rather episodic fashion; the story
line is slight. It is in the warmth of the family relationships and in the picturesque
setting rather than in the action that the book's appeal lies.
R Arnold, Pauline. Food; America's Biggest Business; by Pauline Arnold and
8- Percival White; illus. by Tom Funk. Holiday, 1959. 338p. $3.95.
A most informative and interesting book on the food industry. Discusses preservation,
preparation, packaging and marketing, each of these aspects (and others) being clari-
fied in relation to a particular kind'of food, such as meats or dairy products. Much
historical information also is given and the smooth style of writing helps make this a
fascinating book to read for sheer enjoyment, although the authors have designated it
as a reference book. Index is appended.
R Asimov, Isaac. The Clock We Live On; illus. with diagrams by John Bradford.
7- Abelard-Schuman, 1959. 160p. $3.
A comprehensive consideration of time, motion, clocks and calendars; written with
Asimov's usual happy combination of competence, lucidity and humor. Covers much
the same areas as do Zarchy's Wheel of Time and Understanding Time by Tannenbaum
and Stillman, but gives much more material on motion and rotation of the earth, and
on lunar variations. Historical development of timepieces is more briefly discussed
than is the evolution of the present-day calendar.
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M Averill, Esther Holden. Jenny's Bedside Book. Harper, 1959. 32p. illus.
4-5 $2.50.
yrs.
Another Jenny book, this one a little different from the others; Jenny has no adven-
tures this time, but is entertained during her convalescence by friends who tell her
stories to while away the time until the Sand Cat comes and Jenny can sleep. Rather
static as to plot and rather crowded in details, this sequel is a bit dull when com-
pared with the grave and beguiling absurdities of the previous episodes in Jenny's
life.
NR Barry, Robert E. Boo. Houghton, 1959. 40p. illus. $1.75.
4-5
yrs.
A small picture book that tells of Boo, the cow that could not learn to say Moo the
way the prize cows did. Boo liked to sit in the cornfield quietly, she liked to eat per-
simmon leaves and hum to herself. When Boo scared away a chicken thief, she was
praised and imitated; some of the cows said Phoo and some said Hoo but none of them
learned to say Boo as Boo did. A rather flavorless concoction, reminiscent of Ferdi-
nand, but with little humor, although the illustrations have a humor of their own.
NR Berlitz Schools of Languages. French for Children; Italian for Children; and
1-2 Spanish for Children. Bibliographic information which follows is identical
for the three titles listed above. Ed. by the staff of the Berlitz Schools of
Languages; under the direction of Robert Strumpen-Darrie and Charles F.
Berlitz; illus. by Dagmar Wilson. Grosset, 1959. 6 4 p. $2.50.
Reading level assigned above is based on the English text; the publisher's introduc-
tion suggests that the book may be used by a parent or teacher who need not neces-
sarily know the language. The introduction gives fairly complicated explanations of
the phonetic pronunciation, so that the book demands adult use with children if the
second language is not to be ignored. The three books, identical in format and in il-
lustration, use a particular teaching technique and will be considered together for
their effectiveness in use with children. The stories used are "The Three Bears" and
"Little Red Riding Hood"; in each book each English sentence is accompanied by a
phonetic transliteration in heavy type, and a translation into the foreign language in
still heavier type. The question-and-answer method is used, which means that the
books -if read aloud as they are intended to be-are less stories than texts. The only
usefulness of these books seems to be that they will enable the child to recognize
some of the words of another language when he hears them. This system cannot serve
a juvenile audience as it does the adult student who wants a quick method of learning
the spoken foreign language.
R Boreman, Jean. Bantie and Her Chicks; illus. by June Hendrickson. Melmont,
K-1 1959. 32p. $2.
For beginning readers, a pleasant and simple story about a classroom experience.
Jane brings a bantam hen to school, and the members of the class cooperate to house,
feed and care for Bantie. The children wait eagerly for the chicks to hatch after Miss
White has obtained eggs from a hatchery. Informative, brief and easy to read.
Ad Bothwell, Jean. The Missing Violin; illus. by Artur F. Mar6kvia. Harcourt,
6-8 1959. 187p. $3.25.
The story of an American family that goes to India for a year because Mr. Tennant is
studying Ancient Religions. The description of their voyage and of their adventures in
India is enjoyable to read: characters are credible and the writing style has pace and
humor. The book is a little heavy with sub-plots-an angry young man (an Indian teach-
er), an Indian lad who loves music (missing violin theme), the determined unhappiness
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of the oldest Tennant child, and the mysterious past of Mrs. Tennant. The authenticity
of the background and the skill of the author compensate to some extent for the diffuse
story line.
R Brown, Marcia Joan. Peter Piper's Alphabet; Peter Piper's Practical Princi-
3-5 ples of Plain and Perfect Pronunciation; manifold manifestations made by
Marcia Joan Brown. Scribner, 1959. 32p. $2.95.
A return of the old tongue-twisters, of which Peter Piper is the most familiar. Each
nonsense rhyme follows the Peter Piper pattern: "Andrew Airpump asked his Aunt
her Ailment: Did Andrew Airpump ask his Aunt her Ailment? If Andrew Airpump
asked his Aunt her Ailment, where was the Ailment of Andrew Airpump's Aunt?" Il-
lustration shows Andrew happily rowing a boat, while a distraught woman clutches her-
self, very green of face. A delightful book, with gay and colorful pictures drawn with
zany and zestful humor. Rare fare. Not an alphabet book in the usual sense, this romp
through the alphabet is not easy to read, although the unusual names and the repetition
will be attractive to younger children as well as to those who can read it independetly.
Properly introduced, the book may also be enjoyed by older readers who would not or-
dinarily be attracted by the title.
Ad Brown, Margaret Wise. Nibble Nibble; Poems for Children; illus. by Leonard
K-3 Weisgard. Scott, 1959. 64p. $3.75.
Approximately half of the twenty-five poems collected in this posthumous publication
have never before been published. The best selections are, for the most part, the old-
er poems; most of these express with rhythm and imagination the wonders of nature
within a frame of reference comprehensible to the very young. The new material is
not quite as good as the old. Illustrations are in soft greens, repetitious yet soothing;
the grasses and leaves are particularly lovely.
R Brown, Myra (Berry). Company's Coming for Dinner; pictures by Dorothy
3-5 Marino. Watts, 1959. 57p. $2.50.
yrs.
A small boy tells all the details of the day in which his mother is preparing for guests.
Wearing those curler things, Stevie's mother cleans, cooks and shops in a frenzy; all
of this is taken rather calmly by the narrator. A placid book that has touches of humor
for adult appreciation. The appeal of familiar, everyday activities is clear and is aug-
mented by the illustrations-for example, the attraction of an overflowing shopping
cart-and the listener may share with him who reads aloud the child's reaction to adult
activities.
NR Bruna, Dick. The Happy Apple; by Dick Bruna and Judith Klugman. Hart, 1959.
4-5 29p. $1.
yrs.
The story of an apple that was unhappy because it could only lie on the ground-until
the night when the weather vane came down and took the apple on a sightseeing tour.
Then it was a happy apple. The story is so artificial and so extended that there is lit-
tle merit in the book. Illustrations are distracting in their vibrancy.
Ad Cavanna, Betty. The Scarlet Sail. Morrow, 1959. 256p. $2.95.
7-10
Andrea was not happy about her new stepfather or about the move to Cape Cod; the
present of a sailboat on her fifteenth birthday provided a new interest, however. Sail-
ing grew from an interest to a passion, the boy who was teaching Andrea became her
boyfriend, and the relationship between Andrea and her parents improved as the sum-
mer went on. While Andrea's adjustments are realistically described, the framework
of the plot is quite patterned, and the atmosphere of yacht club life affects the values
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of some of the characters. Some of the minor roles are particularly well drawn, and
the author's writing style makes the book pleasant reading.
NR Chandler, Edna Walker. Cowboy Andy; based on a story of Edna Walker Chan-
1-2 dler; illus. by E. Raymond Kinstler. Random House, 1959. 65p. (A Begin-
ner Book). $1.95.
Based on Cowboy Sam and Freddy and Cowboy Sam and the Rodeo, first published in
1951. Andy, a "town boy" who watched cowboys on TV and wanted to be a cowboy, was
sent by his father to a ranch. (No reason given for this indulgence.) Here Andy lived
with tall, clean-cut Cowboy Sam, grizzled old cowboy Shorty and sneering Cook, as
stereotyped a covey of characters as may be seen on any TV screen. Andy eventually
won a prize at a rodeo, and mean old Cook (that's his name: Cook) gave the accolade:
Andy might now be called Cowboy Andy. Despite the subject interest, the poor values
and typed characters indicate that this book has little worth, albeit there is a continu-
ing need for material for beginning readers.
R Dalgliesh, Alice. Adam and the Golden Cock; illus. by Leonard Weisgard.
3-4 Scribner, 1959. 64p. $2.50.
A Revolutionary War story. Adam used to watch the golden bird that was a weather
vane on the church steeple; while he was watching he thought about his friend Paul
and wondered what to do about it: Paul's father was a Tory and Adam was not comfort-
able about Paul's actions when a troop of French soldiers came to town. He dreamed
of the cock, and in his dream asked for advice. But Adam had to make his own deci-
sion. Good background, and a good description of the two small boys involved in the
conflict between maintaining their integrity and holding their friendship. The illustra-
tions are handsome in black, white and gold; the sophisticated colors are adapted with
skill to the rural scenes, especially in some of misty and quiet woods.
NR Disney, Walt. The Art of Animation; The Story of the Disney Studio Contribu-
6- tion to a New Art; by Bob Thomas; with the Walt Disney staff; with research
by Don Graham. Simon and Schuster, 1958. 188p. illus. $5.95.
Describes the techniques used by the Disney Studio in making animated films ... us-
ing voices for sound, achieving a natural effect in animation, establishing the "charac-
ter" of cartoon personalities, etc. Concludes with a list of Disney Academy Awards,
a compilation of animation credits, and an index. Profusely illustrated with photo-
graphs of Disney employees and reproductions of partial and finished strips from Dis-
ney cartoons and color films. This book seems rather clearly to be of only minimal
interest to the general reader, since it is devoted solely to a recapitulation of the won-
ders of the Disney Studio. It reads much like the promotional material in a company
publication.
Ad Erickson, Phoebe. Wildwing; written and illus. by Phoebe Erickson. Harper,
3-5 1959. 180p. $2.75.
An Arapahoe Indian boy, irate at the cruel methods used by some white men in round-
ing up wild horses, rescues an orphaned colt, Wildwing. Although the boy and his sis-
ter give the colt tender care, the animal becomes ill; reluctantly, they release the
colt so that he may go back to his life of freedom. Kindness has, however, wrought
the end desired-Wildwing comes back, and a letter from one of the white men makes
it clear that there is kindness in men of all color. A moving story which is detracted
from by extraneous characters and a weak ending.
R Foster, Genevieve (Stump). The World of Captain John Smith; 1580-1631; writ-
6- ten and illus. by Genevieve Foster. Scribner, 1959. 406p. $4.95.
The fourth of this author's books in which a broad panoramic view is given of the im-
mediate world of a famous historical personage. Here, the world into which John Smith
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was born is described in fascinating detail. There are but brief references to Smith
through his childhood years, and the author stresses the events of the Elizabethan
world; there is an increasing amount of material about him as the book progresses,
and the scene broadens to include events in America as well as in England and on the
continent. Impressive in scope and execution, this is fascinating to read and, as with
the other Foster books, unusual in the way the historical material is synthesized.
The index increases the value of the book.
NR Freehof, Lillian B. (Simon). The Ghost of Garina Street. Abelard-Schuman,
7-8 1959. 157p. $3.
A high-school boy investigates an old house and finds two frail and impoverished old
ladies living there, both mad. He gives up much of his time and sacrifices some of
his college fund to care for the two, telling nobody about them even when one is quite
ill. It seems clear-long before the boy realizes it-that there is only one woman, that
she has a split personality, and that her "rhinestone buttons" are actually diamonds
that the hero will inherit. The devotion of the boy and the fact that he inherits a for-
tune are hardly credible, and the idea that a youngster might take on such responsi-
bility without informing his parents or, especially, notifying the authorities seems
highly reprehensible.
R Friermood, Elisabeth Hamilton. Jo Allen's Predicament. Doubleday, 1959.
8- 238p. $2.95.
When her parents died, Jo was left with the choice of working to support her younger
sister or borrowing money for school while her sister was adopted. Jo went to work
on a farm so that she and Cindy could stay together, and here she learned the bitter-
ness of unrequited love. Eventually Jo found that she could love another man, although
she had felt sure that she could never love again. A realistic novel of the turn of the
century, in which the problems of adjustment to death, getting along with an unpleas-
ant employer and overcoming jealousy are treated with restraint. Writing style and
characterization are good, several minor characters being especially vividly present-
ed. Although the plot is fairly patterned, it is handled with adeptness.
R Frost, Robert. You Come Too; favorite poems for young readers; with wood
6- engravings by Thomas W. Nason. Holt, 1959. 94p. $3.
A book of poems selected from his past writings by the author, and meant to be read
to-or read by-young people. The choices are felicitous; some of the poems are hu-
morous, some sharply evocative and brief, some are longer and more sophisticated
in concept. The book serves, therefore, a range of age and taste; many of the poems
are eminently suitable for reading aloud to elementary school-age children. A volume
that is excellent as an introduction to Frost for young people who have never read his
work.
M Garnett, Henry. Gamble for a Throne; illus. by Peter Jackson. Barnes, 1959.
7-9 201p. $2.95.
A derring-do adventure story set in England during the Cromwell regime, and glori-
fying the Cavaliers. Adolescent Jeremy and his older friend Stephen are engaged in
romantic cliffhanger activities in every chapter. The characterization is extremely
stereotyped: a sadistic Puritan, a kindly priest, the two women in Stephen's life-one
a haughty aristocrat and the other a warm courageous Irish girl. Writing style is
florid. The one aspect of the book that has merit is the modicum of historical informa-
tion that may be obtained by the reader. The type used is small enough to be a reading
deterrent.
M Girvan, Helen (Masterman). Disappearance at Lake House. Westminster, 1959.
6-8 189p. $2.95.
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Mary Reed, age seventeen, inherits an old house in Canada; with her widowed mother
and her sister and two brothers Mary goes to Lake House for the summer. There is
a mysterious and valuable paper hidden somewhere in the house, suspicious charac-
ters are roaming about in search of the paper, the housekeeper has disappeared. The
paper is found, villains routed and all put right in the end. Pedestrian style of writing
and rather stiff characterization, but the construction of the plot is deft, so that the
book is passable fare as a mystery.
NR Gorfinkle, Lillian K. Bianca; illus. by Silvia Rosenberg. Rand McNally, 1959.
2-3 61p. $2.75.
A simple story about an Italian family in the small events of their daily life. The ac-
tion hinges on the fact that the Santolis cannot get over a stream and are tied to their
farm when it rains; not until Bianca, age six, has to miss school do they all feel the
need of a bridge. At just this point a moving picture company asks permission to build
a bridge for a film they are making, thus solving the problem. Family relationships
are pleasant in this story, as is Bianca's reaction to her first school experience-al-
though it seems a bit strained to think of a child so sad at missing school that, at the
age of six, she 'began to look pale and sick from not eating." Writing style is rather
stiff and the illustrations are poor, especially in color registration and in the way
they vary details of costume when depicting the same scene twice.
Ad Graham, Clarence R. The First Book of Public Libraries. Watts, 1959. 59p.
4-6 illus. $1.95.
The author, a veteran librarian, describes the organization and functioning of a typical
public library with special reference to service to children. He gives a brief history
of public libraries in the western world as background; discusses the service divisions,
technical processing, Dewey Decimal System, and types of libraries. This is a useful
volume, although it gives, perhaps, more information than is needed: it seems, for ex-
ample, unnecessary to have a description of Cutter numbers that concludes by saying
that this identification is not necessary for the borrower to know. The term (Cutter)
is not included in the glossary that is appended. The book may perhaps be best used
by an adult working with children, since some of the material seems to be more ap-
propriate to an adult audience. For children, a more useful guide is the book by Mott
and Baisden, Children's Book on How To Use Books and Libraries.
R Gunther, John. Julius Caesar; illus. by Joseph Cellini. Random House, 1959.
5-9 182p. (A World Landmark Book) $1.95.
A lively biography of Caesar, informal and informative. Mr. Gunther gives a good back-
ground of Roman political life, describing enough of the intricacies of the system, and
as many of the leading figures as are necessary, to understand Caesar's behavior; hap-
pily he stops here. The years of ambitious planning and ladder-climbing before Caesar
crossed the Rubicon are told in exciting chapters that make Roman history and the
character of Caesar more meaningful. Although the writing style is quite easy reading,
the nature of the material makes the book appropriate for slow readers at the high
school level.
R Gurko, Miriam. The Lives and Times of Peter Cooper; illus. by Jerome Snyder;
7- diagrams by Ava Morgan. Crowell, 1959. 277p. $3.50.
An interesting book about a man whose long life spanned some of this country's great
years of growth; Cooper's own record and his personality mesh inextricably with the
history of the time. As a citizen and as an inventive leader of industry, Peter Cooper
was constantly involved in political, educational and industrial progress. The writing
style of this biography is lively and the attitude of the author sympathetic but candid.
Bibliography, chronological list of events, extensive index, and several pages of draw-
ings of patented inventions make the book as useful as it is absorbing.
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NR Hall, Marjory. The Magic Word. Westminster, 1959. 206p. $2.95.
7-9
A patterned career and love story. Stephanie Grant had dreams of becoming a writer
and felt that her job (arranged by an aunt) in an advertising agency was a comedown.
In very short order she learned to love the work, made new friends, fell in love with
one of the young men on the staff and saved the reputation of the agency in an emer-
gency situation. Style, plot and people are without distinction.
NR Hewett, Anita. Koala Bear's Walkabout; pictures by Anna Marie Jauss. Sterling,
K-2 1959. 32p. $2.50.
The story of a bear who stopped to help other animals although he knew that the delay
might make him late coming home. When he had difficulties finding his way home at
night, the very animals he had helped now were able to help him. Innocuous style and
a contrived plot, the value of Koala Bear's helpfulness being diminished by the pat
way in which he is rewarded. The book has little to offer the reader beyond the fact
that this is information on Australian wild life; this is not pointed out in the text, and
it is therefore incumbent on an adult to explain the background.
M Hoban, Russell C. What Does It Do and How Does It Work?; Power Shovel,
2-4 Dump Truck, and Other Heavy Machines. Harper, 1959. 63p. illus. $3.50.
Pictures and text on oversize pages describe five machines: power shovel, dump truck,
bulldozer, tractor shovel and motor scraper. Illustrations are quite handsome in yel-
low, black and white full-page or double-page spreads, but they are neither clearly
drawn nor are the parts of the machines (referred to in the text) labeled. The descrip-
tion of the parts and of the operations of the machine is, in each case, heavy with tech-
nical terminology, and this information is the most helpful part of the book. It is un-
fortunate that it is not made more useful by being clearly diagrammed. Print is unnec-
essarily large.
Ad Hoberman, Mary Ann. Hello and Good-by; illus. by Norman Hoberman. Little,
4-6 1959. 88p. $2.50.
yrs.
A collection of poems for the very young, most of them of a humorous or nonsensical
variety. All of the poems are appropriate for the age of the intended listeners, but
some are rather contrived in their humor and only a few have any depth or evocative
imagery.
R Hogben, Lancelot Thomas. The Wonderful World of Communication. Garden
7- City Books, 1959. 69p. illus. $2.95.
An excellent addition to the series, using, as do the preceding volumes, the oversize
pages, lavishly illustrated in a variety of techniques. The author has given a clear ex-
planation of the development of writing, of linguistic similarities and differences, and
of the trends of our world today toward exploration of all techniques that will improve
literacy within a nation and understanding between nations. He describes advances in
methods of communication other than speech and writing: printing, telegraphy, tele-
vision and sorting machines. Writing style is serious yet conveys the conviction of the
writer that the topic is fascinating as well as important.
Ad Jackson, Caary Paul. Little League Tournament; illus. by Charles Geer.
3-5 Hastings House, 1959. 117p. $2.75.
The story of a team that won until the last round of the tournament, when they got
over their disappointment by planning for the next year. Good baseball in this book,
but the framework of the plot is rather disappointing. The action hinges on Ronnie,
the pitcher who has no self-confidence until he gets a short haircut and the boys can
no longer call him "Curly Locks." The importance of this seems overemphasized, and
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there is no real reason given for Ronnie's not having had a crew cut sooner, since he
felt so strongly about it.
R Joy, Charles R. Island in the Desert; The challenge of the Nile; maps by Marion
5-7 Manfredi. Coward-McCann, 1959. 95p. (A Challenge Book) $2.50.
A well-balanced and succinct description, illustrated with many photographs and some
excellent maps. The geographical and historical sections are followed by a discussion
of modern Egypt; this last is the longest and the most interesting part of the book, giv-
ing a good survey of various aspects of Egyptian life. The author describes the revolu-
tion of 1952, and gives the program of the government, stating firmly that he is mak-
ing no value judgments about Nasser. Especially interesting are the closing pages,
which report the reforms and innovations that have been instituted in Egypt, with em-
phasis on the engineering projects that will control the waters of the Nile.
SpR Kendall, Carol. The Gammage Cup; illus. by Eric Blegvad. Harcourt, 1959.
5-7 221p. $3.25
A modern fanciful story about a small land where dwell the descendants of a lost peo-
ple. In this Land between the Mountains the Minnipins lived secure from the outside
world and here they preserved all of their traditions (and their mistaken ideas) ob-
tained from the original inhabitants. Some few of the Minnipins, nonconformists all,
rebelled against authority and were banished to the mountains where they were the
first to encounter the long-forgotten enemy peoples and to re-establish themselves
by saving their countrymen. The book has much of the flavor of Tolkien's The Hobbit
and its sequels, and much of its appeal, but it is more sophisticated in humor and is,
while a good tale, also a commentary on the foibles of humanity.
Ad Koch, Dorothy Clarke. Let It Rainl; pictures by Helen Stone. Holiday House,
K-1 1959. 2 8p. $2.95.
A small girl tells what she and her brother Billy do at home on a rainy day, how they
have a teaparty and how they later go out to play in the rain. Expressed with an at-
tractive simplicity, the text brings in no extraneous characters or activities. The il-
lustrations are soft in execution but dully muted in color. May serve as a source of
ideas for creative play, but a lack of any plot makes the book rather tepid in appeal.
NR Lambert, Janet. Little Miss Atlas. Grosset, 1959. 190p. $1.50.
7-9
Tippy Parrish leaves her friends reluctantly to go with her parents to father's new
military post in Garmisch. She gradually adjusts, makes friends, has a mild love af-
fair, etc. Tippy is a selfish and narrow-minded character, and the Americans in the
story generally are condescending to the Germans (kind, but condescending). An ex-
ample of the chauvinistic attitude . .. "all you had to do (to get a soft drink) to get
one is lean out the window and wave a paper nickel. I'll bet it's an eye-opener to the
Germans and makes them drool."
Ad Lauber, Patricia. Adventure at Black Rock Cave; illus. by Leonard Shortall.
2-4 Random House, 1959. 67p. $1.95.
A pleasant "easy-to-read" book, not unusual in plot or characterization; the plot is
credible, however, and the characters are believable, albeit just slightly burlesqued.
Addie, for example, is a bit too naive; the villains are just a bit too crusty. Addie and
her host, investigating the mysterious doings of the "pirates" on Black Rock Island,
find that the two men are trapping lobsters out of season. The game warden comes to
the rescue and the two children are properly appreciated and rewarded.
R Levy, Mimi Cooper. Corrie and the Yankee; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Viking,
5-8 1959. 189p. $3.
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An absorbing adventure story about a ten year old girl in South Carolina during the
Civil War. Corrie, whose mother is dead, and whose father is a scout for the Union
Army, lives with foster parents in the Negro community that is keeping up an aban-
doned plantation. She finds and cares for a Yankee soldier who is wounded, eventual-
ly guiding him safely to a station on the Underground Railroad. Corrie is an appeal-
ing and vivid character, and her decision to stay in South Carolina where she can be
of most help, rather than going rorth with her father, shows convincingly a sensitive
and courageous nature. A good Civil War story, and an excellent picture of the deter-
mination of the newly freed men and women of the south to achieve status. Values are
superb, writing style smooth and fast-paced.
R Ludovici, L. J. The World of the Microscope; illus. by Jerry Robinson. Put-
5-7 nam, 1959. 128p. (A Science Survey Book) $2.95.
A history of bacteriology in which the author writes chiefly of the world of microbes
and the medical men who have worked to stamp out the diseases generated by them.
He does, however, give some background material about Darwin and the evolutionary
process. Most of the text is of a biographical nature and describes the life and work
of such contributors as Leeuwenhoeck, Pasteur, Lister, Koch, Ehrlich and Fleming.
Although these areas of medical history have been covered before, this is a useful
and interesting presentation. The writing style occasionally is careless, but is on the
whole good; the strength of the book is its unity-it refers to only one field of medi-
cine and it ties together the work of many men through the centuries by showing clear-
ly how research and new discoveries are dependent upon the contributions of both pred-
ecessors and contemporaries. It is rather too bad that the title does not make evident
the nature of the subject.
M Lyttleton, Elizabeth. You Yourself; illus. by Robert Eggers. Putnam, 1959.
4-6 72p. $2.
Much of the material in the book is useful, most of it is both interesting and authen-
tic; the weaknesses are that the book attempts to cover too much ground and that it
is not consistently directed toward an audience of a particular age group. Vocabulary
and concepts are more difficult than the print size and format would indicate are ap-
propriate. The text touches very briefly on anthropology, evolution, anatomy and phys-
iology, medical history, and a rather vague summary chapter on self-knowledge and
self-direction.
NR McClintock, Mike. Stop That Balll; illus. by Fritz Siebel. Random House, 1959.
1-2 65p. (A Beginner Book) $1.95.
Another in the publisher's series for independent beginning readers, this is less suc-
cessful than most of the previous books because it is too long and the illustrations are
quite distracting. It also transgresses all rules of safety. As a child pursues his elu-
sive red ball out of one predicament and into another, the tale becomes increasingly
fantastic and decreasingly humorous.
R McGinley, Phyllis Louise. Lucy McLockett; drawings by Helen Stone. Lippin-
4-6 cott, 1959. 32p. $3.
yrs.
A brisk and happy tale, told in rhyme with occasional side remarks in prose. Lucy
was a Model Child until she lost her tooth; then she turned into a Loser and a For-
getter. She even lost her temper. But Lucy was set back on the right path when she
had the dreadful experience of losing her mother-she lost her in a department store
and only found her after a repairman had shown her how to stop and Think. An enter-
taining book to read aloud, pleasantly illustrated and replete with everyday incidents
that will be familiar to the listening audience. The great appeal is to adults, familiar
with behavior patterns characteristic of children of five or six.
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M McKown, Robin. Foreign Service Girl. Putnam, 1959. 190p. $2.75.
8-
The story of Francine Dudley's career as a secretary in the Foreign Service. Fluent
in French, Francine expected to be sent to Paris, but went instead to Orania (a myth-
ical country, but set in North Africa and typifying the struggle of the nations there
for independence and improved standards). Here she became involved in Oranian af-
fairs (to an unlikely extent) and had so interesting a life that it was with some regret
that she accepted a move to Paris. Most of the characterization is excellent, only the
cloak-and-dagger villain being unbelievable; the hero is refreshingly unorthodox. The
attitude of the author, through her heroine, is pleasantly alert and sympathetic toward
people of other lands, but it strikes a false note that Francine is the only girl inter-
ested in meeting Oranians in their homes, and is again-in Paris-the only secretary
who makes an effort to meet French citizens.
Ad Mars, Witold T. The Baby Dragon; written and illus. by Witold T. Mars.
3-4 Houghton, 1959. 30p. $2.75.
All of the dragons on the facade of the cathedral had wings save one baby dragon; he
despaired of knowing the joys of flying until the night that a stone angel lent him wings.
The dragon promised to be back by midnight, but was delayed by the rescue of a child.
For months he pined, flightless . .. and at Christmas, Saint Nicholas gave the baby
dragon his very own pair of wings, for the angel had known why the promise was bro-
ken. The story is sentimental but the dignity of the writing style saves it from senti-
mentality. A charming Christmas tale, its weakness being that the level of appeal in
interest is considerably lower than the level of vocabulary difficulty, although it may
be useful to read aloud to younger children.
M May, Julian. Show Me the World of Space Travel; illus. by Richard Loew.
5-6 Pennington, 1959. 61p. $2.95.
A brief survey of several aspects of space flight, some of the material being factual
and some conjectural. The text is not easy to read, and the information not as com-
plete as it could be for the reader old enough to handle the vocabulary. The text in the
first part of the book is accurate and the diagrams are, for the most part, clear.
Some of the illustrative material here, and the greater part of it in the second portion
tion of the book, is both uninformative and unattractive. Terms are not always defined,
and the one-page glossary is not adequate.
R Meeks, Esther K. The Hill That Grew; illus. by Lazlo Roth. Follett, 1959. 29p.
1 (A Beginning-To-Read Book) $1.08.
A pleasant book for the beginning independent reader. Dick gives his little sister rides
on a new sled, and finds that his friend Tom and he together can trade rides; then the
friends find that they can both ride if parents do the hauling. Parents then co-operate
to have a hill built so that the children can slide by themselves. Good friendship val-
ues, co-operation, and the satisfaction of a problem solved give strength to a simple
story.
R Miles, Betty. Having a Friend; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Knopf, 1959. 60p.
3-5 $2.25.
yrs.
A small book with great charm. Sara watched all the other children play happily to-
gether, but she herself played alone until Ann came along. The descriptions of the
first tentative overtures between the girls, their delight in being together, and the
special joys of a first friendship are given with simplicity. Blegvad's illustrations
are appropriate and completely enchanting. The experience is a common one, but the
setting here will be particularly enjoyed by urban youngsters.
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M Moore, Lilian. Tony the Pony; pictures by Wesley Dennis. Whittlesey House,
2-3 1959. 48p. $2.50.
Tony belonged to Mr. Luke, who had a stand in the park; children who came for pony
rides talked about the zoo, and one day Tony walked right out of his yard and went to
the zoo. He saw all the things the children had talked about, and he was then content
to go back to work. A useful, easy-to-read tale for beginning readers, but one that is
neither original nor exciting. The animal illustrations are good, albeit repetitive.
Ad Musgrave, Florence. A Boy for You, A Horse for Me; with drawings by Mary
6-8 Stevens. Hastings House, 1959. 157p. $3.
Unlike most of her friends at high school, Jinny was more interested in animals than
in boys. When her family moved to the suburbs, she was able to indulge her inclina-
tion by accumulating pets and setting up an animal-sitter service. In the course of
this career, Jinny helped solve some of the problems of her customers; she also used
her savings to buy a puppy for her mother and she learned that boys were interesting
too-some of them. A pleasant story of everyday life, in which the familial relation-
ships are excellently drawn, the weakness of the book being that Jinny is a bit too
good to be convincing.
R Norton, Andre. The Beast Master. Harcourt, 1959. 192p. $3.
8-
A fast-moving science fantasy. Hosteen Storm, an Amerindian, is able to communi-
cate with animals and he has therefore become Beast Master, trained to fight aided
by an animal team. In the war against the Xik enemy, Storm finally defeats the Xik
leader. A secondary plot concerns Storm's campaign of revenge against a Terran who
had, he thought, killed his father; at the close of the book he finds that the man is in-
nocent and is his stepfather. The storyline is kept uncluttered and the number of char-
acters is small, so that the action is unhampered.
Ad Norton, Natalie. A Little Old Man; illus. by Will Huntington. Rand McNally,
K-1 1959. 42p. $2.95.
A little old man lived alone by the sea, his only want being companionship; one day
his house was swept off by a storm and a boat was washed ashore. So the little old
man took up residence on the boat, and he liked it even better than his former house
because it was bigger and it had a family of cats living there, and the little old man
was never sad or lonely again. Slight but interesting plot, and illustrations that have
good design, although the little man looks rather foolish and typed. The simple vocab-
ulary makes the book useful for early reading experience.
R Osborne, Chester G. The Wind and the Fire; illus. by Rafaello Busconi.
5-7 Prentice-Hall, 1959. 148p. $3.
The story of a Stone Age community in Ireland and its first encounter with the manu-
facture of bronze tools and weapons. Two boys go, with an older man, as scouts into
the enemy camp to see if they can find the secret of the marvelous new metal. The
book has unity, a convincing atmosphere, good characterization, and a lively pace.
The only component of the writing style that is a bit awkward is the conversation,
which has a modern flavor in some places, and which tends to point out the obvious,
as a means of informing the reader.
R Phleger, Fred. The Whales Go By; illus. by Paul Galdone. Random House,
1-2 1959. 62p. (A Beginner Book) $1.95.
An informational book in the series for beginning independent readers, written by a
teacher of geology and oceanography. The gray whale tells its own story of migration
and living habits, of its enemy the killer whale. In very simple terms, the whale ex-
plains why it is not a fish. A good addition to the spate of easy-reading books, nicely
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illustrated; end papers give a map of the migratory path of the gray whale. The book
has a minor weakness: a shifting from "I" to "we" that is in places confusing.
Ad Pilkington, Roger. How Boats Go Uphill; illus. by Gordon Cullen. Abelard-
4-7 Schuman, 1959. 48p. $2.50.
A book about the devices used to carry boats and ships through rivers and canals,
the type of construction in greatest use being locks. Organization is rather loose, and
the diagrams are not all clear; the diagram of a simple lock is, unfortunately, one of
these. Covers much the same material as does Boardman's Canals, which has better
diagrams and has, also, excellent photographs. All of the information is useful and
interesting, but the haphazard organization, inadequate diagrams and lack of index in-
dicate that the book has additional, rather than primary importance.
Ad Pohlmann, Lillian. Calypso Holiday; illus. by Haris Petie. Coward-McCann,
4-6 1959. 176p. $2.75.
Sixth-grade Gay spends a summer in Nassau with Aunt Clara, helps further a romance
between Dr. Hank (her uncle) and Miss Vicky (a pretty nurse), adjusts to separation
from her family, and-best of all-makes a new friend. Chauncey is a native West
Indian boy, and through him Gay learns to know other people and places. To Gay's de-
light, it is decided that Chauncey will go home to live with her family and to study
medicine as Uncle Hank's ward. The story-line is a bit confused by subplot incidents,
but the writing pace is lively enough to hold the reader's interest. The depiction of
West Indians is dignified and sympathetic, although characterization generally is rath-
er slight and, in some instances, wooden.
R Quigley, Lillian. The Blind Men and the Elephant; re-told by Lillian Quigley;
K-2 illus. by Janice Holland. Scribner, 1959. 25p. $2.95.
In picture book format, the familiar story of the six blind men who had each a differ-
ent impression of what an elephant was like because each felt a different part. (A
minor inconsistency lies in the fact that, judging by costume, the man who feels the
ear is not the same man who describes it.) In this version, they are led to understand
that one must know all the parts in order to comprehend the whole, when the Rajah
tells them so-that is, they never corroborate his statement by their own experience.
The tale is rather weakened by the ending that has been added to the original fable.
Illustrations are lovely: harmonious in color, intricate in detail, they portray Indian
scenes in slightly stylized fashion.
M Radlauer, Ruth Shaw. Women at Work; illus. by Jaroslav Gebr. Melmont, 1959.
1-2 32p. $2.
Describes seven occupations very briefly: librarian, ballet dancer, stewardess, prac-
tical nurse, piano teacher, beautician and author. These are presented in first person
as the work of friends or relatives of the child who is telling them. The choice seems
rather random: there are so many more clerks, teachers and secretaries than there
are beauticians and ballet dancers. The fact that the child's mother and both of her
grandmothers work (author, practical nurse, piano teacher) gives a family picture
that is not usual. The book is useful in establishing occupational orientation, and it
can be used as supplementary reading by beginners, but it is quite dull reading.
Ad Rowand, Phyllis. Every Day in the Year; story and pictures by Phyllis Rowand.
3-5 Little, 1959. 26p. $2.75.
yrs.
The story of a small girl who drew a picture of all the things she wanted for Christ-
mas, because she was too little to write to Santa Claus. Each member of her family
interpreted the picture differently, but when they watched on Christmas morning to
see if they had given her what she wanted, they found that they had . . . because she
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had just made a picture of a happy Christmas. A mildly pleasant tale to read aloud;
the fact that the little girl has what seems to be an undue amount of attention concen-
trated on her is mitigated somewhat by the fact that, although she is the baby, she
gives as well as receives. Small children to whom the book is read may wonder what
happened to Santa Claus, who is not mentioned again. The title refers to the fact that
everybody kisses the little girl on Christmas morning because they love her not just
on that day, but on every day of the year.
R Scheele, William Earl. The Cave Hunters; illus. by William Earl Scheele.
5-7 World, 1959. 63p. $2.50.
The story of the migrant Neanderthal tribes and of the Cro-Magnon hunters who con-
quered them. Vigorous black and white drawings illustrate the customs, art and cloth-
ing of the two groups of cave men who fought and hunted in southwest Europe fifty
thousand years ago. Writing style is very matter-of-fact, on some pages rather heavy;
this and the vocabulary used indicate an older reading audience than the quite large
print would presuppose.
R Schiffer, Don. The First Book of Basketball; pictures by Julio Granda.
4-7 Watts, 1959. 60p. $1.95.
A detailed explanation of the game, giving rules of play, violations, signals, and many
suggestions for improving personal and team performance. Index and glossary are
appended; endpapers illustrate the officials' code of signals. Many illustrations and
diagrams help make clear the complexities of the game, and the author has described
these comprehensively but simply; the more specific information in the later portions
of the book is, in fact, more clear than the general explanation of the first section.
Ad Spencer, Cornelia. The Song in the Streets; A Brief History of the French Rev-
7-10 olution. Day, 1960. 192p. illus. $3.50.
The story of the French Revolution, illustrated with reproductions of engravings of
the period. The author uses the double device of narrating the history of a fictional
family and of giving a detailed and authoritative factual account of the Revolutionary
period. The story of the Heririot family has only minimal success as a technique in
clarifying the role of the average citizen: it is in places brought in rather artificially
(p. 101). The historical material is admirably presented, with good background and
clear explanation of the complexity of causes and forces that determined the turn of
affairs. The intricacies of personalities and factions are described in such detail that
the book is fairly difficult reading. The book has been considered as supplementary
curricular material, the excellent index being especially helpful in reference use.
M Stearns, Monroe. Ring-a-ling; illus. by Adolf Zabransky. Lippincott, 1959.
4-7 117p. $5.
yrs.
First printed in Czechoslovakia, and translated by Stearns into verses adapted from
folk songs. Some of the verses have spontaneity or humor; some however, are bur-
dened with limp rhyme or brusque language. These faults may possibly be due in part
to the exigencies of translation, but there is one poem the inclusion of which is most
inappropriate: a love poem entitled "Under the Pear Tree." Oversize pages, primer
print, and some of the loveliest crayon drawings that have appeared in book illustra-
tion.
R Sterne, Emma (Gelders). Blood Brothers: Four Men of Science; illus. by Oscar
6-9 Liebman. Knopf, 1959. 174p. $3.
Four biographies of medical men whose field of interest was blood: Harvey, who dis-
covered the circulatory system; Malpighi, who found the capillaries in that system;
Landsteiner, whose work was in typing and grouping human blood; and Drew, the
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American doctor whose investigations made blood banks and the use of plasma the
way to save untold numbers of lives. Interesting material and well presented, the ex-
cellent writing style and the background material making of these four biographies a
unified chapter in medical history.
R Sutcliff, Rosemary. The Lantern Bearers; illus. by Charles Keeping. Walck,
7- 1959. 252p. $3.50.
Another spellbinding historical adventure about Britain in the fifth century, when in-
vading bands of Saxons, Jutes, Scots and Picts harried the land. This novel takes
place in the years just after the departure of the Roman legions and shows how, de-
spite the bitter struggles for power, the peoples from enemy groups were gradually
to merge; this is exemplified by the events in the life of the protagonist, Aquila, whose
sister has married one of the Saxon band who killed her father, and who risks his life
to shield the son of that sister. Smoothly written, fast-paced, remarkable in the at-
mosphere it evokes.
R Vacheron, Edith. Here is Henril; by Edith Vacheron and Virginia Kahl. Scrib-
1-3 ner, 1959. 60p. illus. $2.50. Voici Henril; par Edith Vacheron et Virginia
Kahl. Scribner, 1959. 62p. illus. $2.50.
The grade level assigned above is based on the English text. The grading of these
books, and of other foreign language books (if paired or bilingual single-volume) pre-
sents a problem, since the vocabulary difficulty in the two languages is often quite
disparate. Since the study of a second language may begin at almost any level, the on-
ly common denominator is achievement in English reading skill; therefore, it will be
the policy of this journal to assign a grade for the English part of the text and to make
any further comments on use within the body of the review. The two versions of Henri's
adventures may be used independently or may be read in sequence. The English volume
employs an easy-to-read vocabulary and tells, in separate sections, of Henri's diffi-
culties with colors, with days of the week, and with the intricacies of family relation-
ships. The gaiety of the illustrations and the humor in the writing style are pervasive
and appropriate in both books. The French version, a translation of the English into
simple French, has a vocabulary at the back of the book; it can be read independently
by second-year French students in the elementary school and may be used for reading
aloud to beginning students of the language. The book is both entertaining and instruc-
tive: the section on the days of the week illustrates these two functions nicely. Henri
gets his days mixed up, a familiar and enjoyable predicament; the repetition, use of
present tense and increasing difficulty of vocabulary as the text progresses are good
teaching techniques; the illustrations include a calendar with the initials of the days to
help orient the reader; and the fact that a child need not cope with two sets of words
will probably prove encouraging.
R von Gebhardt, Hertha. The Girl from Nowhere; tr. by James Kirkup; illus. by
4-6 Helen Brun. Criterion, 1959. 190p. $3.25.
An unusual story told with great sensitivity; the book was first published in Germany
in 1956. This is the story of the way in which a group of urban children react to a child
who is new and different, and Magdalene is indeed different. She is aloof and sad, and
the children attribute to her some magical qualities to explain what they do not under -
stand. One day Magdalene's father comes, as she has always said he would, and takes
her away from the friends with whom she has been staying . . but the children will
never forget the girl who appeared from nowhere. The writing style is excellent, and
the author has drawn the characters with deep insight and with compassion. An inter-
esting book to read aloud.
R Walden, Daniel. The Nutcracker; ad. from the ballet by Lev Ivanov and Peter
4-5 Ilich Tchaikovsky; pictures by Harold Berson. Lippincott, 1959. 48p. $3.50.
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The story of Nutcracker, told here from the ballet version, rather than from the orig-
inal tale, as was done in Chappell's The Nutcracker (Knopf, 1958). Since this book in-
cludes material from both the prime source and the dance form, it is more extended
and diffuse, therefore less suitable as a storytelling source. Some of the descriptive
passages are very well written, but the amount of detail makes difficult reading for
the age child to whom the fairytale has the greatest appeal as a story. As material to
be used in conjunction with recordings, this is useful; undoubtedly the book will be
most appreciated by children who are familiar with the ballet. Illustrations are fanci-
ful and delicate, some in black and white, some in color.
NR Wilcox, Louise K. What Is Money? by Louise K. Wilcox and Gordon E. Burks;
4-5 educational consultant, M. Vere DeVault; illus. by Betsy Warren. Steck,
1959. 48p. $1.75.
Intended as an introduction to economics for the "young good readers" and to "older
not-so-good readers who are interested in such subjects but have difficulty reading
the available material." The authors have attempted to give a history of money as a
medium of exchange, an explanation of the concept of economic systems, and a descrip-
tion of the way money functions: how it is saved, invested and circulated. The terms
used are not always defined or even clarified: for example, the gold standard. Some of
the text is extremely simple while other portions seem to be directed toward an older
audience. Basically the weakness of the book is that it is diffuse; the text might better
have addressed itself simply to an answer (to the question asked in the title) rather
than to all the ramifications of the topic.
R Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). The Bunny Who Found Easter; illus. by Betty
3-6 Peterson. Parnassus, 1959. 34p. $2.50.
yrs.
A brief and engaging book. A small bunny, alone in the world, set off one day to look
for Easter because he knew that there he would find other rabbits. But where was
Easter? He hunted in the summer, and he hunted in the silent white winter world-
and then one morning there was a spring freshness in the air. That morning he found
another bunny . . they met, loved, married, and had progeny (all one color). The lit-
tle bunny realized that Easter was not a place but a time when lovely things happen.
Although the rabbit's experience per se is not unusual, it is gratifying to have an
Easter story that uses a familiar symbol to reflect the spirit of the season, rather
than employing the more usual details about baskets and Easter eggs.
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